1. Approval of the agenda for Friday, April 15, 2016
2. Approval of the notes from April 1, 2016
3. Forms from BA/MD Program – Shawnee Martinez
   a. C1808: Form C from BA/MD Program Revise Health, Medicine, and Human Values Joint Requirements (TABLED from April 1)
   b. C1807: Form C from BA/MD Program Revise BA Linguistics & Linguistics Minor
4. Forms TABLED from previous meetings
   a. B1720: Form B From Communication & Journalism to create Teaching Communication for C&J Teaching Assistants, CJ-584 (1) – Marissa Floyd
   b. B1807: Form B From Psychology to create Analysis of Data, PSY 606 (3)
5. Forms from English
   a. B1797: Form B From English to create Teaching Stretch and Studio Composition, ENGL-531 (3)
   b. B1800: Form B From English to create Teaching Multimodal and Online Composition, ENGL-532 (3)
   c. C1730: Form C From English to create (NEW) Technical and Professional Communication Certificate
6. Forms from Nursing
   a. B1901: Form B From Nursing to create Psychotherapy, Behavior Change, and Health Promotion/Disease Prevention Across the Lifespan, NURS-583 (3)
   b. B1902: Form B From Nursing to create Integrated Behavioral Health Care and Common Psychiatric Presentations, NURS-584 (3)
   c. B1903: Form B From Nursing to create Advanced Assessment, Neurobiology, and Psychopharmacology Across the Lifespan, NURS-585 (3)
   d. B1904: Form B From Nursing to create Diagnosis and Management of Adults for the PMHNPs, NURS-586 (3)
   e. B1905: Form B From Nursing to create Diagnosis and Management of Children and Older Adults for the PMHNPs, NURS-587 (3)
   f. B1906: Form B From Nursing to create Advanced Practicum I, NURS-588 (3)
   g. B1907: Form B From Nursing to create Advanced Practicum II, NURS-589 (3)
   h. B1910: Form B From Nursing to create Advanced Fieldwork for PMHNP (Practicum III / IV), NURS-595 (4-7)
   i. B1878: Form B From Nursing to create Professional Concepts and Issues for Advanced Nursing Practice, NURS-724 (3)
   j. C1839: Form C From Nursing to create MSN Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner Concentration
   k. C1836: Form C From Nursing to create Post-Master’s Certificate (NURCP) Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
7. Forms from Organization, Information, and Learning Sciences
   a. B1775: Form B From Organization, Information, and Learning Sciences to create Mobile Learning: Introduction to Mobile Learning and Mobile Learning Design, OILS-534 (3)
   b. B1681: Form B From Organization, Information, and Learning Sciences to create Current Research Methods for the Study of Learning, OILS-604 (1-3)
   c. B1776: Form B From Organization, Information, and Learning Sciences to create Advanced Seminar in Organizational Leadership, OILS-642 (3)
   d. C1716: Form C From Organization, Information, and Learning Sciences to revise Ph.D. in Organization, Information, and Learning Sciences
   e. C1717: Form C From Organization, Information, and Learning Sciences to revise Master of Arts in Organization, Information, and Learning Sciences
8. Forms from Philosophy/Religious Studies
   a. B1793: Form B From Philosophy to create Introduction to Jewish Thought, RELG-310 (3)
   b. B1825: Form B From Philosophy to create Introduction to Islam, RELG-312 (3)
   c. B1826: Form B From Philosophy to create Islamic Fundamentalism, RELG-313 (3)
d. B1827: Form B From Philosophy to create Islamic Mysticism, RELG-314 (3)
e. B1828: Form B From Philosophy to create Magic in Ancient Religion, RELG-320 (3)
f. B1829: Form B From Philosophy to create Apocalypse in the Ancient World, RELG-321 (3)
g. B1832: Form B From Philosophy to create Sexuality and the Bible, RELG-322 (3)
h. B1841: Form B From Philosophy to create Goddesses and Gods of India, RELG-335 (3)
i. B1830: Form B From Philosophy to create Catholic Saints in North America, RELG-343 (3)
j. B1833: Form B From Philosophy to create Religion and Gender, RELG-357 (3)
k. B1831: Form B From Philosophy to create Theories of Religion, RELG-452 (3)
l. C1797: Form C From Philosophy to revise BA Religious Studies major

9. Forms from Theatre and Dance
   a. B1725: Form B From Theatre and Dance to create Music Essentials for Flamenco, DANC-242 (3)
b. B1796: Form B From Theatre and Dance to create Prop Design and Construction, THEA-472 (3)
c. B1824: Form B From Theatre and Dance to create Production Performance, THEA-474 (0)
d. B1806: Form B From Theatre and Dance to create Costume Design & Technology Project, THEA-481 (1-3)
e. C1787: Form C From Theatre and Dance to change Name for BA Design for Performance major
f. C1781: Form C from Theatre and Dance to revise BA Dance major
g. C1788: Form C From Theatre and Dance to revise B.A. Design for Performance major

10. Forms from Fine Arts and Communication & Journalism
    a. C1759: Form C From Communication & Journalism to create BA in Communication - Critical Studies in Mass Media concentration
    b. C1769: Form C From Fine Arts to revise BFA Interdisciplinary Film & Digital Media - Critical Studies Concentration
    c. C1775: Form C From Fine Arts to revise IFDM Program Core
    d. C1770: Form C From Fine Arts to revise BFA Interdisciplinary Film & Digital Media - Production Concentration
    e. C1742: Form C From Fine Arts to create IFDM Core Course IFDM 105L
    f. C1734: Form C From Fine Arts to revise BA Art Studio degree

11. Forms B
    a. B1865: Form B From Sustainability Studies to create Nuclear New Mexico: Environmental and Social Impacts, SUST-*418 (3)
b. B1857: Form B From Geography & Environmental Studies to create Advanced Topics in Remote Sensing, GEOG-524 (3)
c. B1858: Form B From Geography & Environmental Studies to create Introductory Programming for GIS, GEOG 427/527 (3)
d. B1859: Form B From Geography & Environmental Studies to create Advanced Programming for GIS, 428/528 (3)
e. B1730: Form B From Anthropology to create Ethnology Field School, ANTH-383/583 (3)
f. B1732: Form B From Anthropology to create Primate Evolution, ANTH-452/552 (3)
g. B1913: Form B From Biology to create Biotechnology Laboratory Techniques I, BIOL-223 (4)
h. B1914: Form B From Biology to create Biotechnology Laboratory Techniques II, BIOL-224 (4)
i. B1915: Form B From Biology to create Biotechnology Laboratory Techniques III, BIOL-225 (4)
j. B1850: Form B From Chicana and Chicano Studies to create Transnational Latina Feminisms, CCS-330 (3)
k. B1851: Form B From Chicana and Chicano Studies to create Mexican Civilization, CCS-340 (3)
l. B1896: Form B From Civil Engineering to create Simulation and Design of Construction Operations, CE-570 (3)
m. B1645: Form B From Electrical & Computer Engineering to create DC Power Electronics, ECE-489/589 (3)
n. B1866: Form B From Clinical Science to create Health Equity: Introduction to Public Health, CLNS 540 (3)
o. B1843: Form B From Clinical Science to create Doctoring IV, CLNS 553 (4)

12. Forms C
    a. C1782: Form C From Art and Art History to revise BA Art Education
    b. C1707: Form C From Individual, Family and Community Education to revise Family and Child Studies Core
    c. C1778: Form C From Physics and Astronomy to create PHYC 108 & 108L for UNM Core

13. New Business
    a.

14. Adjourn. Next meeting: